I Saw A Little Bunny
Going Hop, Hop, Hop, Hop!

By Staci Dodge
My little sister saw a bunny going hop, hop, hop.

She asked that little bunny to Stop, stop. Stop.
I went to my garden when I had nothing to do.

There I found my bunny going chew, chew, chew.

Eating through the carrots, “what should I do?”

“I have a lot maybe I should give him a few.”
I heard my little chick singing tweet, tweet, tweet.

I think my little chick is sweet, sweet, sweet.
I walked on over to say how do you do.

But some silly rag weed made me go ahh choo, choo, choo!
Plus some coloring pages!

This little bunny is sniffing around. Is he sniffing for carrots on the ground?
This little bunny’s waving to a butterfly. What a sweet and loving guy!
Thank You For Your Purchase!

Other eBooks We Have For Sale!

Peek A Boo Numbers - Our new ebook (PDF format – same format you are looking at right now) is on sale for $2.99 [www.adaycare.com/Books.html]

What’s Hiding Behind The Shapes? - Our new ebook (PDF format – same format you are looking at right now) is on sale for $2.99, story can be printed out after purchase.
To see our free samples please visit our website www.adaycare.com and click on the book icon or go to our blog page. **< - To View Free Samples!! Or to purchase ebooks.**

---

We hope you enjoyed our free preview!

**Our books can be purchased from www.adaycare.com**

**Click on the book icon or go to our blog page.**

We will be making more books available for sale over the next few weeks.

Our books are written for toddler and preschool children. Our books are written to go along with our daycare lesson plans. Our stories will be themed based such as five senses, polar bears, pets, zoo animals, holidays, seasons, etc.
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